
From: Representative Don Parsons 

Legislation Passed by the Georgia House on Day 30 – February 29, 2016 

HB 12, sponsored by Rep. Terry Rogers, makes it unlawful for any individual, with 

the intent to secure a tangible benefit for him or herself, to represent him or 

herself as or a make a false statement declaring themselves a veteran or 

recipient of a military decoration. Moreover, it is unlawful for any individual, 

with the intent to deceive, to appear in court while wearing a military uniform 

or military decoration. Those guilty of these offenses will be guilty of a 

misdemeanor. However, if a military decoration is involved in the violation, the 

punishment is a misdemeanor of a high and aggravated nature.  

HB 171, sponsored by Rep. Dusty Hightower, addresses the circumstances in which a 

court finds that, in the interest of justice and for the convenience of the 

parties, it would be proper for a claim or action to be heard in a forum outside 

this state. Specifically, this bill adds that – when considering whether to grant 

a motion to dismiss an action or to transfer venue – a court must also consider 

whether an outside forum will provide for impartial tribunals and procedures 

consistent with the due process of law.  

HB 364, sponsored by Rep. David Knight, increases the level of oversight over 

county tax assessors and provides taxpayers who have had illegal property tax 

assessments an avenue to recoup their money through the Georgia Tax Tribunal. 

The commissioner of the Department of Revenue is empowered to review and request 

an alteration of a county digest and to create an appeals process if a tax 

assessor should disagree with an alteration.  

It also provides that the Department of Revenue shall notify the Department of 

Community Affairs if there has been a finding of the illegal taxation of 

property or intangibles. If there is such a finding, the Department of Community 

Affairs may revoke the county's qualified government status for three years, 

though the county's qualified government status will not be revoked if the county 

removes the tax assessor. This legislation allows the owner of a property that 

has been illegally taxed under a prior county digest to file a petition directly 

to the Georgia Tax Tribunal. The bill provides corresponding legal filing 

requirements to support such an action.  

HB 471, sponsored by Rep. Ron Stephens, provides that equipment rental companies 

may charge a property tax recovery fee of 1.5% on the total charge for renting 

any equipment and remit those collected property tax recovery fees to the 

respective county tax commissioner. This 1.5% fee would be levied on only the 

rental charges not any accompanying taxes or fees. The bill also contains 



reporting requirements to ensure that collection amounts match the companies' 

property tax liability. This legislation has a sunset of December 31, 2020 so that 

the state can evaluate whether the 1.5% fee needs to be adjusted.  

HB 513, sponsored by Rep. Ron Stephens, updates Georgia's anti-slapp legislation to 

increase the coverage from protecting the right to petition to also include the 

right of free speech in connection with an issue of public interest or concern. 

When a claim for relief is asserted against another party involving such 

situations, the action shall be subject to a motion to strike, unless the court 

determines that the non-moving party has established that such persons will 

prevail on the claim. The court shall consider the pleadings, and supporting and 

opposing affidavits stating the facts upon which the liability or defense is 

based. The result of the motion shall not be admissible into evidence at any later 

stage of the case. Moreover, if the moving party prevails, that party shall be 

granted the recovery of attorney's fees and costs associated with the motion. If 

the court finds the motion to strike is frivolous, or solely intended to cause 

unnecessary delay, then the court will award attorney's fees and costs to the non-

moving party. An order granting or denying a motion to strike shall be 

appealable without the entry of an order by the trial judge.  

HB 699, (failed to receive a constitutional majority) sponsored by Rep. Andrew J. 

Welch, eliminates the "lame duck" period between the November election and the 

time of swearing in for mayors, city council members, and county commissioners. 

This bill provides that newly-elected members will take office on the first 

Monday that occurs five days after the election results are certified. Further, 

this bill allows actions taken by a county or municipal governing authority 

during the period between an incumbent’s defeat and the swearing in of newly 

elected officials to be voidable so long as they are rescinded by the governing 

authority within 30 days of the last newly elected official taking office.  

HB 722, sponsored by Rep. Allen Peake, allows for manufacturers of low THC oil to 

ship low THC oil to a person properly registered with the Department of Public 

Health in Georgia. HB 722 expands the list of conditions for which low THC oil 

can be administered to include autism, epidermolysis bullosa, HIV/AIDS, peripheral 

neuropathy, tourette's syndrome, terminal illness, and post-traumatic stress 

disorder. Moreover, HB 722 adds low THC oil into the code regarding driving 

under the influence.  

HB 727, sponsored by Rep. Paul Battles, regulates where and when fireworks can be 

exploded and seeks to give local governments increased discretion over fireworks 

regulation. It is unlawful to explode fireworks within five yards of an overhead 

obstruction, across or into a public road. Fireworks may not be used in close 



proximity to electric plants, wastewater treatment plants, jails, prisons, 

hospitals, and nursing homes. It is unlawful to explode fireworks at public 

gatherings where the local fire department or the state fire marshal determines 

that such conduct would be unreasonable. Also, it is unlawful, and punished as a 

misdemeanor, to explode fireworks while under the influence of drugs or alcohol. 

The governor or the director of the Environmental Protection Division may issue 

a declaration to prohibit the use of fireworks for a specific duration. The bill 

extends the times which fireworks may be exploded on January 1, July 3, July 4, 

and December 31. Moreover, the bill allows for fireworks to be exploded between 

the hours of 10am and 10pm, subject to local noise ordinances.  

HB 727,sponsored by Rep. Paul Battle,allows for consumer fireworks to be sold 

from a temporary consumer retail sales facility so long as such facility is in 

compliance with the regulations provided in NFPA 1124, is within 1,000 feet of a 

fire hydrant, and the distributor is licensed to sell consumer fireworks. The 

licensing fee for a temporary consumer retail facility is $750 per location and 

is only valid on certain date surrounding specific holidays previously mentioned. 

A local excise tax of 1% is imposed per item sold.  

HB 734 – the Georgia Spaceflight Act –, sponsored by Rep. Jason Spencer, seeks to 

improve Georgia’s competitiveness in recruiting the commercial spaceflight 

industry. Specifically, this bill defines procedures for spaceflight activity and 

limits a willing space flight participant’s ability to sue for damages related to 

spaceflight activities which the participant was required to give informed 

consent. This legislation does not protect against injuries suffered by non-

consenting third parties. HB 734 is modeled after legislation passed in other 

“space friendly” states.  

HB 779, sponsored by Rep. Kevin Tanner, regulates the use of drones in Georgia. 

Except for military or governmental contracts involving research, it is unlawful 

to sell, manufacture, possess, or operate an unmanned aerial vehicle that is 

equipped with a weapon. The punishment for such conduct is a felony. Moreover, no 

law enforcement agency shall use an unmanned aerial vehicle to gather evidence 

or other information in a private place without first obtaining a search warrant 

unless: there are exigent circumstances, they are participating in an active 

search for a fugitive or monitoring a hostage situation, or they are 

participating in a search for missing persons. Any data collected by the law 

enforcement agency shall be destroyed within five days, and any data retained 

for a longer period of time is subject to open records requests. It is unlawful 

for an unmanned aerial vehicle to: launch from private property without 

permission; interfere with a train, aircraft, or motor vehicle; harass, threaten, 

or intimidate another person. The penalty for such violations are is a 



misdemeanor. HB 779 provides that state law preempts any local law or ordinance. 

Also, any person who knowingly and willfully obstructs or hinders any law 

enforcement officer, fire fighter, park ranger, or emergency services shall be 

guilty of a misdemeanor. The bill also provides that unmanned aerial vehicles 

cannot be used to assist a person with hunting, nor hinder another individual who 

is hunting. 

HB 825, sponsored by Rep. Earnest Smith, requires the child welfare agency to 

notify the Department of Defense Family Advocacy Program if it is determined 

that suspected child abuse has involved a military parent or guardian.  

HB 828, sponsored by Rep. Virgil Fludd, provides an income tax credit of $2,500 

per parolee per year to employers who hire individuals who have been granted 

parole within the preceding 12 months. The job must be full-time (more than 30 

hours per week), be without a predetermined end date, involve work in the state 

for a minimum of 40 weeks per taxable year, and be at or above the average wage 

for the county in which the job is based. The credit cannot exceed the employer's 

income tax liability or be applied retroactively, and any unused credit can carry 

forward for three subsequent years. It also contains reporting metrics to 

determine the effectiveness of the credit.  

HB 868, sponsored by Rep. Terry Rogers, eliminates the Georgia State Games 

Commission which was created in 1989 as a part of the effort to win the bid to 

host the 1996 Olympic Games. The commission administers the Georgia Games 

Championships, a multisport festival that holds events and tournaments in fifty 

different sports events, as well as other sports programs. The commission is 

assigned to the Georgia Department of Natural Resources for administrative 

purposes. All property held by the authority on the effective date reverts back 

to the state.  

HB 889, sponsored by Rep. Rusty Kidd, allows individuals who are licensed to 

operate one or more funeral establishments, but only one crematory, to advertise 

their crematory services on their funeral home advertisements so long as the 

funeral homes are operated under the same name and are located within 40 miles 

of the crematory.  

HB 934, sponsored by Rep. Tom Kirby, authorizes the Department of Human Services 

to provide a separate link or portal on its website for kinship caregivers in 

order to provide them information specific to the public assistance benefits 

available to them as the caregiver of a child. For reference, kinship caregiver 

is defined as a grandparent, aunt, uncle, great aunt, great uncle, cousin, sibling, 



or close family friend of a child who has assumed responsibility for the child 

upon the parents of such child losing or abdicating the ability to care for them.  

HB 935, sponsored by Rep. Brett Harrell, adds certain fulfillment centers to 

properties eligible for a freeport exemption for inventory retained in Georgia 

until the inventory can be transported out of the state.  

HB 936, sponsored by Rep. Brett Harrell, is part of the Governor's Economic 

Development Initiative. HB 936 clarifies terms in respect to the wages necessary 

to qualify for a jobs tax credit. It does this by providing each job created must 

exceed the average wage in the county with the lowest average wage whereas, 

previously, the average wage of each new job created had to be above the average 

county wage in the county with the lowest average wage. It also provides that a 

"new full-time employee job" means a newly-created position requiring a minimum 

of 35 hours per week paying at or above the average wage in the lowest county 

with the lowest average wage.  

HB 937, sponsored by Rep. Brett Harrell, is part of the Governor's Economic 

Development Initiative. HB 937 extends the sunset on the sales and use tax 

exemption for the construction of a competitive project of regional significance 

until June 30, 2019.   

HB 976, sponsored by Rep. Bill Hitchens, establishes retention periods for video 

recordings captured by law enforcement through surveillance devices, body-worn 

devices, or devices on or inside a law enforcement vehicle. Recordings from 

surveillance devices shall be retained for 30 days from the date of such 

recording. Recordings from body-worn devices or devices located on or inside law 

enforcement vehicles shall be retained for 180 days from the date of such 

recording. If the recordings are part of a criminal investigation, show a 

vehicular accident, the arrest or detainment of an individual, or the officer's 

use of force, the recording shall be retained for 30 months. If the recording 

contains evidence anticipated to be necessary in pending litigation, it will be 

retained for 30 months. This new Code section does not require the destruction of 

such video recordings after the retention period.  

HB 990, sponsored by Rep. Jay Powell, amends current law whereby a person can 

lock in their property tax assessment by appealing a tax assessment, regardless of 

the merit or outcome of the appeal. This legislation limits such a lock to appeals 

that result in a reduced value of assessment.  

HB 1014, sponsored by Rep. Jay Powell, extends the exemption on the donation of 

real property for conservation use to 2021 and creates reporting requirements to 



provide the Georgia General Assembly with information on the effectiveness of 

the exemption prior to any future renewal.  

 HB 1028, sponsored by Rep. Bill Werkheiser, requires the owner or operator of a 

municipal solid waste landfill to notify the local governing authorities of any 

significant release within 14 days of confirmation of the release by the 

Environmental Protection Division.  

  

HB 1060, sponsored by Rep. Rick Jasperse, is a clean up bill amending several Code 

sections dealing with Georgia carry licenses for new residents, authorized 

locations and persons for possession and carry, appeals processes, replacement 

licenses, definitions of leased government property and private property, 

carrying in a place of worship, rights of retired law enforcement officers to 

carry in certain locations, changes relating to exemptions, and immunity for 

safety trainers and teachers who lawfully teach a course from recourse if a 

former trainee is injured by their own failure to use a firearm properly. This 

bill allows new Georgia residents with a recognized carry permit from another 

state to carry their firearm for 90 days after which they must submit an 

application for a Georgia weapons carry license. Further, HB 1060 gives probate 

court judges the option to provide gun safety information to Georgia carry 

license applicants and requires that the Department of Natural Resources maintain 

hunting safety and education information on its website – both of these 

provisions are for the convenience of Georgians and in no way require training 

classes for license applicants.  

HB 1066, sponsored by Rep. Alan Powell, allows the chief of staff to the 

commissioner of the Department of Corrections to issue a warrant for the arrest 

of an offender who has escaped from the custody of the department.  

HB 1070, sponsored by Rep. Katie Dempsey, amends the Code relating to adoption, to 

permit the Department of Human Services to use certain information in the 

department's records. Under this bill, the department or the department's designee, 

like the Office of Adoptions, may make use of any information contained in the 

department's records concerning an adopted child and the adopted child's 

biological parents in connection with the placement of another child in the 

adoptive parent's home or in connection with an investigation of abuse or neglect 

made concerning the adoptive child's biological parents. 

Entitled the “Shawn Smiley Act,” HB 54, Sponsored by: Rep. Keisha Waites, offers 

Georgia taxpayers the ability to provide financial assistance for the post-

secondary educational pursuits of children of law enforcement officers, 



firefighters, prison guards, emergency medical technicians, or other public 

employers and Highway Emergency Response Operators who have been killed or 

permanently disabled in the line of duty. The Department of Revenue is allowed 

to establish a contribution method for Georgia residents to deem part of their tax 

refund to go towards this financial assistance. These funds will be transmitted to 

the Georgia Student Finance Commission. 

HB 229, sponsored by Rep. Brian Strickland, expands the grandparent's visitation 

statute to include great-grandparents, aunts and uncles.  A great-grandparent, 

aunt or uncle may seek visitation rights when a child custody case has gone 

before a court or in cases where the parents are no longer living together.   

HB 365, sponsored by Rep. David Knight, provides that in any county in which an 

ad valorem tax was levied on motor vehicles pursuant to a local constitutional 

amendment on behalf of a local governing authority on March 1, 2013, the proceeds 

must be equally distributed to the percentage collected in the 2012 taxable year. 

HB 542, (Failed to gain a constitutional majority) sponsored by Rep. David 

Wilkerson, expands the parameters of the Georgia Higher Education Savings Plan 

by adding incentives for low-income to save for higher education. In addition, 

the state will create and implement a program to match low-income families’ 

contributions using state appropriations or funds available through grant, gifts, 

donations, or federal funds which have been designated for use as matching 

contributions. Matching contributions shall be awarded based on an applicant’s 

adjusted gross income (AGI) on his or her most recent tax return. For those with 

an AGI of $30k or less, the state’s matching contribution will be double what the 

individual has contributed. For those with an AGI between $30K and $60k, the 

matching contribution will be equal to what the individual has contributed. 

Matching contributions are limited to $500 per beneficiary per year. 

HB 605, sponsored by Rep. Tom Weldon, amends O.C.G.A. 47-23-63 relating to the 

calculation of benefits under the Judicial Retirement System (JRS).The calculation 

for part-time service is currently calculated as one of credit for each three 

months of prior part-time service.  If this bill is enacted, calculation for part-

time service would change to a ratio determined by dividing the average monthly 

compensation for the highest average producing 24 consecutive month period of 

part-time service by the average monthly compensation for the highest average 

producing 24 consecutive month period of full-time service.  The resulting 

percentage will be multiplied by the part-time service and the result added to 

the total full-time service, resulting in the total service to be used in all 

benefit calculations.  This bill has been certified by the Georgia Department of 

Audits and Accounts as a fiscal retirement bill. The actuary has determined that 



a state appropriation is not required to implement the changes set forth in this 

bill. 

 HB 725, sponsored by Rep. Wes Cantrell, provides for greater confidentiality 

regarding an individual's child abuse records by requiring a court order before 

the release of such records.  Moreover, when a court does authorize the release of 

such records, the court shall issue a protective order covering those records 

where anyone allowed to access such records be required to acknowledge, in 

writing, that he or she agrees to be bound by the protective order.  In addition, 

those records released shall be returned to the court upon completion of the 

matter that caused the release of such records.  Any failure to obey the 

protective order may be punished as contempt of court. 

HB 862, sponsored by Rep. David Knight, allows an eligible disabled veteran to 

qualify for the homestead exemption by meeting either, rather than both, of the 

standards required by law. Currently, these are: the permanent loss of one or both 

feet, hands, or sight in one or both eyes; or honorably discharged and 100 percent 

disabled and compensated at the 100 percent level as unemployable. 

HB 285, sponsored by Rep. Ron Stephens, the 'Georgia Small Entertainment Industry 

Investment Act,' provides an income tax credit for pre-production, production, and 

post-production expenditures in Georgia by qualified entertainment production 

companies. Qualified production companies must have a base investment in pre-

production, production, or post-production of $500,000 or less.  This income tax 

credit applies to small entertainment companies that do not qualify for current 

film tax credits which require base investment of over $500,000.     

Qualified production companies must obtain pre-approval from the Department of 

Economic Development. The pre-approval process will be regulated by the 

department and will ensure that the qualified production company meets the 

minimum requirements to obtain credits including the employment of Georgia 

citizens, production in whole or in part within the state at a sufficient level to 

justify the awarding of a credit, and the placement of a Georgia promotional logo 

in the final work product.    

The maximum credit for any one qualified production company and its affiliates 

is $150,000 per taxable year, and the credits are capped at $6 million annually. 

The credits are able to be transferred and sold subject to written notification to 

both the Department of Economic Development and the Department of Revenue. 

Failure to comply with the rules and regulations governing the transfer and sale 

of tax credits will result in the disallowance of the tax credit pending full 

compliance. The legislation applies to taxable years beginning on or after 



January 1, 2016, and shall become effective upon approval by the Governor or upon 

its becoming law without such approval. 

HB 895, sponsored by Rep. Rahn Mayo, requires governing boards of approved 

charter schools to participate in 2-3 hours of training regarding sound fiscal 

management. The State Board of Education shall establish a charter school 

financial management certification program for charter school leaders. The bill 

further provides that a leader, principal, or equivalent shall not serve 

simultaneously as the chief financial officer.  

HB 922, sponsored by Rep. Bruce Williamson, provides that a taxpayer may elect to 

include disregarded entities, as defined by the Internal Revenue Code, as part of 

the taxpayer for purposes of calculating the number of new quality jobs created 

under a jobs tax credit. A disregarded entity is a business type that is separate 

from the owner for liability purposes but is the same as the owner for tax 

purposes. 

HB 924, sponsored by Rep. Bubber Epps, provides a sales and use tax exemption for 

job training organizations. A qualified organization must be located within the 

state; exempt from income taxation under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue 

Code; specialize in the retail sale of donated items; provide job training and 

employment services to individuals with workplace disadvantages or disabilities 

including reentry citizens and veterans; and use a majority of its revenues for 

job training and placement programs. The bill contains metrics to evaluate the 

benefit rendered to the state by the exemption. 

HB 943, sponsored by Rep. Carl Rogers, addresses the use of indemnification 

clauses in contracts that force architects and engineers to indemnify other 

parties, even when there is no fault by the engineer or architect. It codifies 

case law and prohibits parties in construction contracts from having to 

indemnify another party within said contract for that third parties' negligence. 

HB 957, sponsored by Rep. Stacey Abrams, amends O.C.G.A 15-9-61 relating to costs 

and compensation of probate courts, so as to require that the judges and clerks of 

the probate courts publicly post notice of the availability of the affidavit of 

indigence. An affidavit of indigency is a request that filing fees be waived 

because of one’s inability to pay. 

HB 960, sponsored by Rep. Trey Kelley, provides for a mechanism by which 

political subdivisions, such as local governments and school boards, can satisfy 

refunds owed to taxpayers as a result of sales and use tax overpayments. This 

legislation was introduced in response to a recent situation where Rome, GA and 

Floyd County were forced to pay back millions in sales tax overpayments to a 



local business due to an accounting error on the company’s part. This legislation 

seeks to prevent potential abuses whereby a business could overpay sales and use 

taxes only to seek repayment of the amount plus interest.     

The bill changes the 12 percent annual interest rate to the prime rate plus 3 

percent. It provides for an automatic notification with the limited provision of 

relevant information to effected political subdivisions if a refund has been 

requested equal to 10 percent of the aggregate sales and use tax collections based 

on an average of the three previous calendar years, and for confidentiality of 

any such information furnished. It requires that the taxpayer electronically 

submit refund information to the Department of Revenue at the time of the filing 

of the refund. HB 960 provides for an examination of the methodology used by the 

Department of Revenue in any audit by the Department of Audits and Accounts to 

ensure that the refund audit was satisfactory. It changes penalties for failing 

to repay from 10 percent to an initial five percent, with an additional five 

percent penalty assessed every six months thereafter and a cap of 20 percent on 

aggregate. It provides for the automatic transfer of any refund to the Georgia 

Tax Tribunal if the refund has been pending with the Department of Revenue for 

over a year for a show cause order to determine if the taxpayer, the department, 

or no party was at fault for the delay. If one of the parties is found to be at 

fault, that party is required to pay the interest accrued, and in all cases the 

matter would be remanded back to the department for completion. 

HB 982, sponsored by Rep. Ron Stephens, changes definitions relating to the ad 

valorem taxation of property by requiring that the income approach be used in 

determining the fair market value of a property if supplied by the property 

owner. There are multiple mechanisms for evaluating property values. The income 

approach estimates the value of the property based on the income produced. 

HB 1004, sponsored by Rep. Rick Jasperse, provides requirements for maps, plats, 

and plans to be filed for record with the clerk of the court. Each map or plat 

page image shall have a caption providing information such as the county where 

the property lies, the names of all property owners, name of subdivision, contact 

information for the land surveyor, a certificate from the land surveyor that the 

plan meets the current specifications for filing with the clerk of the court, and 

as otherwise provided. The image attached in the filing information box has been 

changed from being not less than an eight and one half inch square to not less 

than a three inch square. Further, the bill provides that all images of maps, 

plats, or plans shall be an electronic image certified and presented to the clerk 

in conformance with all specifications set forth in any rules and regulations 

promulgated by the Georgia Superior Court Clerk's Cooperative Authority. The 

clerk shall electronically note information such as the filing date, book, and 



pages numbers on the image and shall transmit a copy of the map, plat, or plan 

with such filing information to the email address of the person filing. 

HB 1025, sponsored by Rep. Tom Taylor, amends provisions relating to violations of 

county and state ordinances. Notice requirements have been added to current law 

for serving these violations. Service requirements consist of leaving a copy of 

the citation at the premises where the alleged violation occurred, mailing a copy 

to the owner, and filing a copy with the magistrate court. If the accused fails to 

appear for the court hearing after notice was given following these steps, a 

judgment will be issued against the accused. 

HB 1036, sponsored by Rep. Bill Hitchens, would create a temporary moratorium on 

the use of eminent domain by petroleum pipeline companies, during which time a 

State Commission on Petroleum Pipelines will be created to study the need for any 

changes to land use controls or restrictions related to pipeline companies seeking 

to deliver petroleum to residents of Georgia or other states.  The moratorium on 

use of eminent domain by petroleum pipeline companies would be in place until 

July 1, 2017.      

The study commission will be composed of three members of the House of 

Representatives to be appointed by the Speaker; three members of the Senate to be 

appointed by the President of the Senate; the Commissioner of Natural Resources 

or his/her designee; the Commissioner of Community Affairs or his/her designee; 

and five members to be appointed by the Governor, including one member who shall 

represent the petroleum industry and four members who shall represent a cross 

section of the interests of local government, business, agriculture and 

conservation.      

The study commission will examine the impacts on land associated with pipeline 

siting, construction, and operation, including impacts associated with potential 

leaks and spills.  The commission will examine the current legal and regulatory 

structure pertinent to the protection of land uses and natural resources 

associated with pipeline siting, construction and operation.  The Commission will 

also examine the purposes behind and necessity of the grant of eminent domain 

powers to petroleum pipeline companies and weigh those with the rights of 

property owners affected by the use of such eminent domain powers.   The 

Commission must prepare a report summarizing its findings to the House of 

Representatives, the Senate and the standing committees of the House and 

Representatives which regularly consider proposed legislation related to 

transportation, energy or natural resources.  The Commission shall stand abolished 

on January 1, 2017 and shall recommend any proposed legislation it deems 

necessary to the General Assembly. 



HB 1037, sponsored by Rep. Valerie Clark, amends the nurse aide registry 

established and maintained by the Department of Community Health to include 

nurse aides who provide services in temporary or permanent private residences. 

Additionally, the registry should provide a method by which the public can submit 

inquiries or complaints about these nurse aides. 

HB 1043, sponsored by Rep. Trey Kelley, requires a pharmacist or nurse to take an 

appropriate case history, as opposed to a complete case history, before 

administering the influenza vaccine. Additionally, under the provisions of this 

bill, hospitals and health systems that administer the influenza vaccine are 

exempt from certain requirements under O.C.G.A 43-34-26.1 as long as the following 

conditions are met: (1) the vaccine recipient signs and dates a consent form; (2) if 

the vaccine recipient is a patient within the hospital or health system, the 

administration of the influenza should be noted in the patient's health record; (3) 

if the vaccine recipient is not a patient within the hospital system, the hospital 

or health system must issue a personal immunization card to the patient; and 

finally (4) if requested by the patient, the influenza vaccine must be 

administered behind a portable screen. 

House Resolution 1052, sponsored by Rep. Mike Cheokas, is the annual House road 

and bridge dedication package. House Resolution 1052 dedicates the bridge on U.S. 

Highway 19 North over Buck Creek in Schley County is dedicated as the Thomas 

William Poole Memorial Bridge. The substitute also includes additional road 

naming resolutions. 

HB 1058, sponsored by Rep. Betty Price, allows a person employed by or an agent 

of a harm reduction organization, defined by the bill as an organization that 

provides direct assistance to at-risk individuals to slow the spread of HIV and 

other infectious disease among intravenous drug users, to distribute hypodermic 

syringes or needles. Additionally, HB 1058 allows women to have the opportunity 

to refuse a HIV test during a pregnancy screening. Finally, this bill removes the 

requirement for the Department of Public Health to develop brochures or other 

documents relating to HIV tests. 

HB 654, sponsored by Rep. Sandra Scott, requires tattoo studios across Georgia to 

post a warning sign for patrons that states that they will likely be disqualified 

from military service if they have a tattoo on their face, neck, forearm, hand, 

wrist, or lower leg. Any tattoo studio that fails to comply will receive a 

warning for the first offense, a $25.00 fine for the second offense, a $75.00 fine 

for the third offense, and a $300.00 fine for the fourth and subsequent offenses. 

All fines collected shall be paid to the county board of health in the county in 

which the tattoo studio is located. 


